
Write a list of words that describe 

things from the modern world that 

you think does not appear in the 

Oxford English dictionary - examples 

given to start off thinking.

Write a scene of an adventure story 

that creates tension and excitement.   

(Half a page of exercise book).   Show 

planning and where you found your 

ideas.

Week 2                                            

Reading Methods / What do you 

understand English to be?                                                              

Skimming, scanning and close 

reading                                                                                              

The origins of English and 

development of words                      

Making word choices including 

learning and using new words

Read The Average Child poem by Michael Buscemi as a stimulus for 

discussion and thinking.   Feedback on text.   Group work for ideas on 

helping year 7 pupils with assessment in secondary school.   Writing a 

poem of thoughts about themselves.   Build knowledge of pupils through 

group work 

Use of poems and examples to learn about inferred meaning.   Use of 

advertisements to identify implied meaning.   Also understanding of 

irony.  Written definitions.  Appreciation and assessment of value of text 

through use of an extract from Raven's Gate by Anthony Horowitz.   

Creating tension and excitement - did he succeed?                                                                                             

Sentence work using punctuation to start and end sentences.   

Identification of errors including use of question marks and exclamation 

marks.

Week 1                                                                                                                   

Am I Average? (SMSC Focus)                                                   

Cloze 3 Reading Test                             

To explore targets and levels and 

how they make us feel.                                            

Assessment of reading age                      

Week 3                                                             

Building Understanding Whilst 

Reading                                      

Inferring Meaning and Reading 

Critically                                            

Revision on ending and beginning 

sentences.
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Homework

Quick tasks involving a variety of texts to see if pupils can identify 

information whilst time limited skimming  and scanning.   Identifying 

types of words that are useful to note when close reading.   Overview of 

English origins and the development of words, including identification of 

'new' words.  What makes our choice of words including tasks to write 

precisely and concisely.   Tasks using a Thesaurus finding synonyms and 

antonyms.

Write a paragraph that describes the 

meaning irony.

Objective / Questions Learning Activities and Experiences / Teaching Strategies

Every Week                                    

Reading for pleasure                           

Exposure to a range of texts                     

Spelling and Vocabulary              

To improve vocabulary and 

spelling ability

Private reading session in school library. To record progress each week.                                                                                

Twelve spellings given. Pupils to write meaning and a sentence 

containing the word.   Test each week.

Sometimes reading time set as 

homework.                              Spelling / 

word meaning revision.



Week 7                                          

Spoken Language in Comparison 

to Written Language                                 

Features of spoken language, with 

comparison with written 

language.                        Use of 

punctuation for clarity and effect.                       

Revision of Verbs and adverbs. 

Looking at comas and dashes, quotation marks. Commas and clauses, 

comas in lists, comas with people and names.   Uses of dashes to show a 

break in the flow of ideas.  Use in dialogue to show sentence is 

incomplete.   Using sentence examples to put in punctuation as a 

worksheet.  Devise a body language for each type of punctuation mark 

and read passage aloud using gestures - groups of 3.   Who was the best?   

Perform to class. Quotation marks in irony, dialogue, and quotation of 

text. Use of examples to show understanding. Verb and adverb sample 

text - to identify and highlight. Definitions.

Revision

Find out what stories Shakespeare 

wrote. Can you also find out the 

outline story of one of his plays?

Name the punctuation marks 

worksheet, including a sentence 

containing that punctuation mark.

Bring in some photographs of your 

family, friends or pictures of people 

from magazines or books.

Week 6                                                 

Reading Shakespeare and 

Sentence Construction                        

Shakespeare extract reading                                                                                                            

Sentence length and its impact                                                

Revision of nouns, adjective.                                             

NoneWeek 8                                         

Merchant of Venice                          

Reading a range of scenes and 

analysing text                          

Baseline assessment based upon 

Shakespeare learning.                

Changing the meaning of words using prefixes using many examples to 

build vocabulary and to form understanding. Use of hyphens with 

prefixes and forming verb opposites.   Identification of suffixes and their 

use.  Worksheet assessment. Learning revision techniques - look, say, 

cover, and spell.   Keeping a record and use of including words in a 

sentence to help remember meaning.  Revision of common sounds.   

Building mnemonics.   Revision of spelling rules.   Identification of 

Homophones.    Use of short Shakespeare phrases to identify meaning 

and to translate common statements.

Extracts from Romeo and Juliet where Romeo meets Juliet for the first 

time and Much Ado About Nothing where Benedick and Beatrice meet 

again.  Worksheet on language working in pairs.   Then using a variety of 

pre 20th century text use comparison questions to compare including 

description of the difficulty of declaring feelings for someone.   (Romeo 

& Juliet, Pride & Prejudice, and poem by John Clare). Using sentences for 

impact, example: Shakespeare (use of Macbeth). Where would we use 

longer sentences.   Use of text to identify nouns and adjectives.   Work 

on different types and where to use them.

Reading of various scenes, working on understanding of the text.   Series 

of question papers, working together in pairs.  Focus on SPAG.  Then 

baseline assessment using text of similar worksheet format as an 

individual task to assess learning.                                                                                  

Week 4                                              

Understanding Words / Phrases 

of Pre 20th Century Texts                                

Building vocabulary including 

prefix, suffix, root word. Revision 

of spelling rules / learning 

spellings.   Use of homophones.                           

Reading / understanding 

Shakespeare phrases.

Week 5                                               

Shakespeare / Revision of 

Punctuation                  

Shakespeare - his background and 

his contemporaries.  Reading 

between the lines; choice of 

punctuation / words, ideas and 

meaning. Use of semi-colons, 

colons and apostrophes.

Looking at the difference in how people lived and thought, and their use 

of English, 400 years ago. Use of verse,  rhythm, rhyming couplets and 

syllables. Working out meaning of text using context, personification and 

similes. Use A Christmas Carol, by Charles Dickens, describing Scrooge 

and then speeches from Capulet in Romeo & Juliet. Discuss colons and 

semi colons. Where they might be used with examples.  Apostrophes for 

possession and omission. Examples and presentation to teach each other 

in pairs.   Use of personal photographs to create statements with the use 

of apostrophes.


